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This paper relates the critical problem of Crapo and Rota [“On the Foundations 
of Combinatorial Theory: Combinatorial Geometries,” M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, 
MA, 19703 to Dowling group geometries. If  A is a finite group, Q,(A) is the rank-r 
Dowling group geometry over A, and M is a rank-r matroid embeddable as a 
minor of Q,(A), then it is shown that the critical exponent of M over A is well 
defined and is determined by an evaluation of the characteristic polynomial of M. 
Classes of tangential k-blocks obtained from Dowling group geometries are also 
displayed. A consequence of the theory is that for the first time all cases of 
Hadwiger’s conjecture can be stated as critical problems. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a finite group A and positive integer Y, Dowling [ 71 (but see also 
[6, 8)) defines a rank-r geometry associated with A, denoted Q,(A). The 
class of such geometries forms the DowZing group geometries over A. These 
geometries are interesting in a number of respects, not least because they 
have a double aspect. They not only generalise matroids of complete 
graphs (Dowling constructs them via a generalization of the partition 
lattice), but they also have many properties in common with projective 
geometries over finite fields. 
Zaslavsky [19-211 highlights the former aspect by showing that minors 
of Dowling group geometries over A are the matroids of gain graphs with 
gains in the group A. It should be noted that if A is the trivial group then 
minors of Q,(A) are the cycle matroids of graphs while if A is the group 
of order 2 then minors of Q,(A) are the matroids of signed graphs. 
The latter aspect is dramatically illustrated by Kahn and Kung [9] 
where it is shown that if %? is a nondegenerate variety of finite com- 
binatorial geometries then W is either the class of projective geometries over 
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In this paper we further explore the double aspect of Dowling group 
geometries by relating them to the critical problem of Crapo and Rota [S]. 
In Section 2 we show that if A4 is a matroid embeddable as a minor of 
Q,(A) for some finite group A of order m, then the critical exponent of M 
over A is well defined and is equal to the least positive integer k for which 
the characteristic polynomial of A4 evaluated at (m + 1 )k is positive. This 
generalises the critical problem to a large class of matroids which are not 
linearly representable and demonstrates yet another property common to 
Dowling group geometries and projective geometries over finite fields. 
In Section 3 we obtain two classes of tangential k-blocks from Dowling 
group geometries. These classes generalise in distinct ways the class of 
tangential k-blocks isomorphic to matroids of complete graphs. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of matroid 
theory, particularly that of the characteristic polynomial P(A4; 2) of a 
matroid and the critical exponent c(M; q) of a matroid representable over 
GF(q). Welsh [ 15, Chap. 161 provides a good introduction to these topics; 
free use will be made of results in this chapter. The terminology used here 
for matroids will in general follow Welsh [ 151. A (combinatorial) 
geometry is a matroid without loops or parallel elements. If A4 is a matroid 
with ground set E and S G E, the restriction of A4 to E\ S will be denoted 
by A4 1 (E\S) or by M\S and the contraction of M to E\S will be denoted 
by M/S. The closure and rank of S in M will be denoted by cl,(S) and 
r*(S), respectively, or if no danger of ambiguity exists by cl(S) and r(S), 
respectively. The geometry whose lattice of flats is isomorphic to that of A4 
will be denoted by M. 
Frequent use of standard properties of modular flats of matroids is made 
in this paper. Modular flats are studied extensively in [3]. Recall that a 
rank r matroid A4 is supersolvable if there exists a set (F,, F,, . . . . F,} of 
modular flats of A4 with r(Fi) = i for 0 < i < r and for 1 d i < r, F, 1 Fj- , . 
We say that (F,, F, , . . . . F,) is a saturated chain of modular flats. Super- 
solvable matroids are introduced and studied in Stanley [ 11, 12). 
We summarise some essential properties of Q,(A) in 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a group of order m. Then 
(i) ifF is a rank kflat of Q,(A) then m)l~ Qr-,(A). 
(ii) Q,.( A ) is supersolvable with characteristic polynomial 
P(Q,(A); A)= fi (A- 1 -(i- 1)~). 
i= 1 
(iii) if F is a rank k modular jlat of Q,(A) then Q,(A) 1 Fg Qk(A). 
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(iv) if Y > 3 then Q,(A) is a representable over a finite field of order 
q if and only if A is cyclic and m divides q - 1. 
(v) Q,(A) has ((m + l)‘- 1)/m hyperplanes. 
ProoJ: Parts (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are all proved in [ 71 while (v) can 
be shown either from a straightforward induction argument or else from 
the formula for the Whitney numbers of the second kind of Q,.(A) given in 
the erratum to [7]. 
2. THE CRITICAL EXPONENT OF MATROIDS 
REPRESENTABLE OVER A GROUP 
Let A4 be a matroid and let G be a geometry. Then A4 is said to be 
representable over G if n is isomorphic to a minor of G. If 4 is such an 
isomorphism then M is said to be embedded in G by 4. We denote by 4(M) 
the image of the ground set of M in the ground set of G under 4. For most 
applications it will be the case that A4 spans G; that is, n is isomorphic to 
a spanning subgeometry of G. If %? is a class of geometries then we define 
M to be representable over 59 if ii? is representable over a member of %?. Of 
course the above definitions coincide with the usual ones in the case that 
%? is the class of projective geometries over a finite field. 
Let A be a finite group. We say that A4 is representable over A if A4 is 
representable over Q,.(A) for some positive integer r. 
If M is a rank r matroid representable over A then it is readily seen that 
A4 is representable over Q,.(A). That is, if A4 is representable over A then 
A4 can be embedded as a spanning subgeometry of a Dowling group 
geometry over A. If 4 is such an embedding define N(M, 4, A, k) to be the 
number of k-tuples of hyperplanes (H, , . . . . Hk) of Q,(A) which distinguish 
4(M). (A k-tuple of hyperplanes is said to distinguish a set S if 
(nf= 1 Hi) n S = 4). It is the task of this section to show that N(M, 4, A, k) 
is independent of the map 4. 
It is not hard to show that this is the case if A is cyclic with O(A) = q - 1 
where q is a prime power. In this case we see by Theorem 1.1 (iv) and (v) 
that Q,.(A) is representable over GF(q) and has (qr - 1 )/(q - 1) hyper- 
planes. If Q,(A) is identified with a subgeometry of PG(r - 1, q) then since 
PG(r - 1, q) also has (qr - 1 )/(q - 1) hyperplanes, the hyperplanes of Qr( A) 
and PG(r - 1, q) are in one-to-one correspondence. It follows routinely 
from this observation that the number of k-tuples of hyperplanes of Q,(A) 
which distinguish an embedding of A4 in Q,(A) is equal to the number of 
k-tuples of hyperplanes of PG(r - 1, q) which distinguish the induced 
embedding of M in PG(r - 1, q). But this number is independent of the 
em bedding. 
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For an arbitrary finite group our argument must be more subtle since we 
do not have an ambient projective space in which to embed Q,(A). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a group of order m and let B be a basis of Q,(A). 
Then the number of k-tuples of hyperplanes of Q,(A) which distinguish the 
points of B is given by 
$iow)’ k 0 j ((m + I)‘+- 1)‘. 
ProojI Let B’ be a proper subset of B with J B’I = k. A hyperplane H of 
Q,(A ) contains B’ if and only if H\ B’ is a hyperplane of Q,(A)/&. But by 
Theorem 1.1 (i), Q,(A )/B’ z Q,. _ k(A) and therefore the number of k-tuples 
of hyperplanes (H,, . . . . Hk) of Q,(A) with the property that B’ c nr(= I H, is 
equal to the number of k-tuples of hyperplanes of Qr- JA). But Q,-,JA) 
has ((m-t l)r-‘- 1)/m hyperplanes and therefore [((m + l)r--k- l)/mlk 
k-tuples of hyperplanes; that is, there are [((m + l)r-k - l)/mlk k-tuples of 
hyperplanes (H, , . . . . Hk) of Qr(A) with the property that n:= 1 Hi 2 B’. 
It then follows from the principle of inclusion-exclusion that the number 
of k-tuples of hyperplanes of Q,(A) which distinguish B is equal to 
[(m+yj?~l (-,)i,I (:>[(m+ y-q 
= i (-l)i 
L 
(m+l)‘-‘-1 k Y 
i=O m 10 i ’ 
Routine manipulation and 
above sum to be equal to 
a change of index of summation shows the 
-$ .f: (-1)’ k 
J-0 0 j ((m + l)k-i- 1)‘. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a group of order m and let A4 be a rank r 
toopless matroid representable over A. Then the number N(M, 4, A, k) of 
k-tuples of hyperplanes of Q,(A ) which distinguish an embedding q4 of M in 
Q,(A) is given by 
N(M,(,A,k)=-$ ,$, (-1)’ P(M; (m + l)k-‘) . 
J-0 
Proof: Since M is loopless, P(M; 2) = P( N; 2) and we may therefore 
assume without loss of generality that M is a geometry. 
582bf4?/1-6 
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If A4 is free then M is embedded as a basis of Q,(A) and 
P(M;A)=(&l)’ so the result holds by Lemma 2.1. In particular the 
result holds if A4 is a coloop. 
Assume then that A4 is not free and, for induction, that the result holds 
for all geometries whose ground set has cardinality less than that of i&f. 
Since M is not free there exists XE 4(M) which is not a coloop of 
Qr(A) 1 4(M) and therefore r(ti(A4) \x) = r(ti(M)). Any k-tuple of hyper- 
planes of Q,(A) which distinguishes 4(M) certainly distinguishes d(M) \x. 
On the other hand the k-tuples of hyperplanes of Q,(A) which distinguish 
4(M) \ x can be partitioned into two classes, those which distinguish 4(M) 
and those which do not. Let (H,, . . . . Hk) be a k-tuple of hyperplanes of 
Q,(A) which distinguishes 4(M) \x. Then (Hi, . . . . Hk) fails to distinguish 
4(M) if and only if x E Hi for 1 < i < k; that is, if and only if 
W,\x, . . . . Hk\x) is a k-tuple of hyperplanes of Q,(A)/x which distinguishes 
the point set #(M)\x in Q,(A)/x. But e,(A)ix Q,-,(A) and 
(Qr(A )lx) I bW)\x) = W x so the number of k-tuples of hyperplanes of 
Q,(A) which distinguish ~(M)\x but do not distinguish 4(M) is equal to 
N(M/x, 4’, A, k) where 4’ is the induced embedding of M/x in Qr _ i(A ). 
Therefore 
NM 4, A, k) = WM\x, 4 I (M\x), A, k) - N(M/x, 4’7 A, k) 
and by the induction hypothesis 
N(&b,A,k)=-$ (-l)‘(:)P(M\x;(m+l)*~‘) 
J-0 
- P(M/x* (m + I)-‘)) 9 
=$jo (-1)’ k P(M* (m+ 1)“~‘). 
0 j 
, 
It follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 that the number of k-tuples of 
hyperplanes of Q,(A) which distinguish an embedding of a rank-r loopless 
matroid M in Q,(A) is independent of the choice of embedding. Therefore, 
for a rank-r matroid M representable over the finite group A we may define 
the critical exponent of M over A, denoted c(M; A), to be infinity if M has 
a loop and to be the minimal number k for which there exists a k-tuple of 
hyperplanes of Q,(A) which distinguish an embedding of A4 in Q,(A) 
otherwise. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. If A is a group of order m and A4 is a matroid represen- 
table over A, then c(M; A) is equal to the least positive integer k for which 
P(M; (m + l)k) > 0. 
Proof The result follows immediately if M has a loop so assume that 
A4 is loopless. Let N(A4, A, k) = N( M, 4, A, k) where 4 is an arbitrary 
embedding of M in Q,(A). If c(M; A) = 1 then 0 < N(A4, A, 1) = 
P(M;m+ 1)/m so P(M;m+ l)>O. Assume c(M; A)=k where k> 1. Then 
N(M, A, 1) = 0 so P( M; (m + 1)) = 0 and inductively by Theorem 2.2, 
P(A4; (m+ l)P)=O for 1 <p<k. Now 
N(M,A.k)=--$ .c oi(;) 
J---o 
P(M; (m + l)k-‘) = f P(fW (m + 1 Y). 
But N( M, A, k) > 0 so P(M; (m + 1)“) > 0. 
A similar routine argument shows that P(M; (m + l)k) > 0 whenever 
k > c(M; q). 
The extent to which the theory of critical exponents over finite groups 
mimics that of critical exponents over finite fields is remarkable. For exam- 
ple we have, as a routine consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3, 
COROLLARY 2.4. If the rank r matroid M is representable over the finite 
group A of order m and c(A4; A) = k then the number of sets of 
k-hyperplanes of Q,(A) which distinguish an embedding of M in Q,(A) is 
equal to P(M; (m + l)k)/mkk! 
This generalises a result of Brylawski [ 1, Theorem 9.51. 
Other results on critical exponents can be similarly generalised. For 
example a result of Brylawski [2], namely that loopless principal transver- 
sal matroids have critical exponent at most two for any field over which 
they can be represented, is routinely generalisable. The analogous result for 
transversal matroids [ 161 is not quite so routinely generalisable. It would 
be of considerable interest to know exactly which results on critical 
exponents over finite fields generalise to critical exponents over groups. 
One reason for studying the critical problem is to provide a general set- 
ting in which to place graph colouring problems. But a weakness of the 
traditional approach is that not all graph colouring problems could be 
stated as critial problems. The live colourable graphs are exactly the graphs 
whose matroids are affine (that is, have critical exponent one) over GF(5) 
so the question as to which graphs are five colourable can be stated as a 
critical problem over a field. Not so the question as to which graphs are six 
colourable. Noting that M(K,) is representable over every finite group we 
can now state all such graph colouring problems as critical problems: a 
graph is k-colourable if and only if it is affme over every group of order 
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k - 1. That is, every case of Hadwiger’s conjecture can now be stated as a 
critical problem. 
We close this section with a research problem. Exactly which classes of 
matroids have the property that whenever A4 is representable over the 
class, the critical exponent of A4 over the class is well defined? And of these 
which have the property that the critical exponent of M over the class can 
be determined by an evaluation of the charactistic polynomial of M? 
3. TANGENTIAL k-BLocm OVER FINITE GROUPS 
A tangential k-block over GF(q) is a geometry representable over GF(q) 
with critical exponent k + 1 for which every loopless minor has critical 
exponent at most k. Tangential k-blocks occupy a central role in the study 
of the critical problem. Full knowledge of tangential k-blocks over GF(q) 
for particular values of q and k would solve many outstanding conjectures 
(see, for example, Tutte’s classic paper [13]). In this section the definition 
of tangential k-block is extended to include geometries representable over 
groups. Certain classes of such tangential k-blocks are identified and in the 
process new classes of tangential k-blocks over finite fields are obtained. 
A geometry A4 is a tangential k-block over the finite group A if the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) A4 is representable over A. 
(b) c(M; A) > k. 
(c) c(A4’; A) <k whenever M’ is a proper loopless minor of AL 
Noting that c(M\x; A) < c(M/x; A) then a routine argument shows that 
condition (c) above is equivalent to the apparently weaker 
(c’) c(M/F;A)<k h w  enever F is a proper nonempty flat of M. 
In terms of characteristic polynomials we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A geometry M is a tangential k-block over the finite 
group A of order A4 if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(a) A4 is representable over A, 
(b) P(M; (m + l)k) =O, 
(c) P( M/F; (m + 1 )k) > 0 whenever F is a proper nonempty jlat of M. 
Proof A routine application of Corollary 2.3. 
Some geometries may be tangential k-blocks over both groups and finite 
fields. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf A is cyclic of order q - 1 where q is a prime power 
and A4 is a tangential k-block over A, then A4 is a tangential k-block over 
GFW 
ProoJ By Theorem 1.1 (iv) A4 is representable over GF(q). The result 
then follows by Proposition 3.1. 
It is now time to give a more detailed description of Q,.(A). The descrip- 
tion is based on [9, Sect. 71. 
Let S= { 1, 2, . . . . r} and S’={cr,;cc~A, 1 <i<j<r}. If i>j then 
MSi=Oljil. Let 2 be the set consisting of all subsets of S u S’ of the form 
{i, j, aij} and (clij, Fiji, (c$)k,‘). It f o 11 ows from results in [9, Sect. 71 that 
Q,(A) is the freest geometry on S u S’ whose set of circuits contains 2. 
Note that S is a basis of Q,(A). 
Throughout this section we will take the ground set of Q,(A) to be 
S u S’ as defined above. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf A’ is a subgroup of A then Q,(A’) is representable 
over A. 
Proof: Let S”= {ol,;a~A’,l <i<j<r}. Then Q,(A’)=Q,(A)I(SuS”) 
and the result follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a group of order m and let A’ be a subgroup of 
Aofordern.Zfk~landr=(((m+l)k-l))/n)+l thenQ,(A’)isatangen- 
tial k-block over A. 
Proof By Proposition 3.3, Q,(A’) is representable over A. By 
Lagrange’s theorem, r is a positive integer and by Theorem 1.1 (ii), 
P( Q,(A’); A) = ni= i (A - 1 - (i - 1)n). The final factor of this product is 
2 - 1 - (r - 1)n = 1 - 1 - ((m + l)k - l)n/n = A - (m + l)k. Therefore 
P( Q,(A’); (m + l)k) = 0. If F is a proper nonempty flat of Q,(A’) then 
Q,(A’)/F z Q,(A’) where s < r and P( Q,(A’)/F; (m + 1 )k) is therefore 
positive. The result then follows by Proposition 3.1. 
If A’ is the trivial group then Q,(A’) z M(K,+ 1). We then observe as a 
special case of Theorem 3.4 that M(K,, + 1)k + i) is a tangential k-block over 
any group of order m. On the other hand if A’ = A we see as another 
special case that Q,.(A) is a tangential k-block over A whenever 
r=((m+ l)“- 1)/m+ 1. 
We also obtain as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4 in the light 
of Proposition 3.2, 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be a finite cyclic group of order m and let q be 
a prime power such that m divides q - 1. If r = (qk - 1 )/m + 1, then Q,(A) is 
a tangential k-block over GF(q). 
Consider K,., the complete graph on r vertices. There are two geometries 
one can naturally associate with K,. The first is a geometry on the edges 
of K, and is the traditional cycle matroid of K,, that is, M(K,). This is 
isomorphic to the Dilworth truncation of the free matroid F, on r points. 
The second corresponds to taking the same Dilworth truncation together 
with I;,. Here the vertices form a basis of the geometry and the edges of the 
graph correspond to the intersection of the lines generated by this basis 
with a hyperplane in general position. The fact that this latter geometry is 
isomorphic to M( K, + 1 ) means that the above distinction is easily over- 
looked. (For good introductions to Dilworth truncations and their connec- 
tion with geometries of complete graphs see Brylawski [4], Mason [lo], 
or Crapo and Rota [S, Chap. 7]). 
Now when Dowling group geometries are interpreted as geometries of 
gain graphs they seem to be most naturally interpreted as geometries on 
the vertices and edges of gain graphs. The subsets S and S’ of Q,(A) 
correspond, respectively, to the vertices and edges of the associated gain 
graph. (See Kahn and Kung [9, Sect. 71 for a good explanation of this 
point). That is, to the extent that Dowling group geometries generalise 
geometries on graphs, they generalise geometries on the vertices and edges 
of graphs. How then to generalise the usual geometry on the edges of K,? 
One simply deletes S from the ground set of Q,.(A) and considers 
Q,(A) 1 S’. Thus motivated we define Q:(A) by Q:(A) = Q,.(A) 1 S’. It turns 
out that these geometries also provide a rich class of tangential blocks. 
LEMMA 3.6. If the order of A is greater than one and r > 1, then 
r(Q:(A)) = r(QrbW 
ProoJ By Corollary 2.3, c(Q,(A) 1 S; A) = 1. That is, there exists a 
hyperplane H of Q,(A) missing S. Let (i, j> c S. Then since {i, j, uii> is a 
circuit of Q,(A) for all o! E A and O(A) > 1, ~l~,(~)( (i, j})\ {i, j} contains at 
least two points. But at most one of these (in fact exactly one) belongs to 
H and therefore there exists a E A such that aij 4 H. But (H u 01~1 E S’ and 
r( H u Mu) = r = r( Q,.(A)) and the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let A be a group of order m where m > 1. Then if r > 1, 
r-l 
P(Q:(A);L)=(i-(r-l)(m-1)) c (A-l-(i-1)m). 
i= 1 
Proof: Consider Q,(A). Let Tc S and iE S\ T. We first show that 
Q,(A)\ T/i g Qr- 1(A). Each line containing i and another element of S 
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(say j) contains at least one other point (in fact at least two). These are 
the points of the form a0 where a E A. Therefore deleting T from Q,(A)/i 
only deletes single elements from nontrivial parallel classes. That is, 
Q,(A)/i\ TZ Q,(A)/i. But Q&Q/i E Qr- ,(A) and Q,(A)/!\ T= Q,(A)\ T/i 
so QrW\T’i=Qr-l(A)- 
We now show by induction that for TG S, 
P(QM\ T; 4 = P(Qr(4; 4 + I TI W-l(A); 4. 
If 1 TI = 1 the equality certainly holds so assume that it holds for all subsets 
T’ of T with IT’1 < ITI and let i E T. By Lemma 3.6, i is not a coloop of 
QM\(T\i) so P(Qr(A)\T; 1) = P(Qr(A)\(T\i); 4 + P(Qr(4\(T\iM 0 
But we have shown that Q,(A)\(T\i)/ir Qr-,(A) and therefore 
P( Q,(A)\( T\ i)/i; A) = P( Qr- 1(A); A). Combining this observation with the 
induction assumption we obtain the desired equality. Setting T= S we 
P(Q:(A); 4 = P(Q,(A); 4 + WQ,- AA); 4 
=fi (A-l-(i-1 
r-1 
)m)+r n (A-l-(i-1)m) 
i= 1 i= 1 
r-l 
=(A--(r-l)(m-1)) fl (A-l-(i-1)m). 
i=l 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A be a group of order m and let A’ be a subgroup of 
A of order n. If k 2 1 and r = ((m -I- l)k - 1 )/n) + 2 then QL(A’) is a tangen- 
tial k-block over A. 
ProoJ: If n = 1 then QL(A’) z M(K,, + 1 )k + i ) which is a tangential 
k-block over A by Theorem 3.4 so assume that n > 1. 
Certainly Qi( A’) is representable over A and by Lemma 3.7, P(Q:(A’); 
(m + l)k) = 0. It only remains to show that for a proper nonempty flat F 
of QL(A’), P(Qi(A’)/F; (m + l)k) > 0. We first show that for XE S’, 
P(Q:(A’)/x; (m + l)k) > 0. 
If XES’ then ~=a~ for {i, j}cS. Now r=(((m+l)k-l)/n)+2 and 
k 2 1 so r > 3 and there exists k E S with i # k #j. One routinely shows that 
for such a k, (aii, k} is a rank 2 flat of Q,(A’) and therefore (k} is a rank 
one flat of Q,(A’)/crii. Therefore Q,(A’)/au\k is a proper loopless minor of 
Q,(A’)/au. But Q,(A’)/cx~ z Qr- ,(A’) and by Theorem 3.4, Qr _ ,(A’) is a 
tangential k-block over A so P(Q,(A’)/cl,\k; (m + l)k)>O. Since 
Q:( A’)/au = Qr( A’)/a,\ S it follows that P( QL( A’)/a,; (m + 1 )k) > 0. Now let 
F be a proper nonempty flat of Q:(A’). Let x E F. Then since QL(A’)/x 
is isomorphic to a proper loopless minor of Qr _ 1( A’) so is Qi(A’)/F. 
Therefore P( Qi(A’)/F; (m + l)k) > 0 and the result follows. 
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Again we obtain as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8 in the 
light of Proposition 3.2, 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let A be a finite cyclic group of order m and let q be 
a prime power such that m divides q - 1. If r = ( (qk - 1)/m) + 2, then Q:(A) 
is a tangential k-block over GF(q). 
The class of geometries {Q:(A); r a positive integer and A a finite group} 
is unusual in that it forms a large class of geometries whose members all 
have completely factorisable characteristic polynomials but whose members 
are nonetheless typically not supersolvable. 
THEOREM 3.10. If r > 3, m > 2, and A is a group of order m, then Q:(A) 
has no modular hyperplanes unless both r = 3 and m = 2. 
Proof By [ 7, Theorem 2(b) and Corollary 2.21, a connected hyper- 
plane of Qr( A) is either isomorphic to Qr- 1(A), in which case it contains 
all but one element of S, or it is isomorphic to M(K,), in which case it is 
disjoint from S. It is seasily seen that for r 2 3 and m 2 2, the connected 
hyperplanes of Q:(A) are exactly the restrictions of connected hyperplanes 
of Q,(A) to S’. One routinely shows that Q:(A) is connected and modular 
hyperplanes of connected geometries are connected so the only candidates 
for modular hyperplanes of Q:(A) are the restrictions of connected hyper- 
planes of Q,(A) to S’. 
Let H be a connected hyperplane of Q,(A) isomorphic to Qr- 1(A) and 
let H’ be its restriction to S’. Let i be the point of S not on H and let j be 
an element of S distinct from i. Since i 4 H and j E H, (au, a E A} n H = 4. 
Since mb2, r({ccU,aEA))=2 and clo,(A,({xU;xEA))nH=j. But j$H’ 
so ~l~;(~)({a,; aE A})n H’=& A modular hyperplane must meet every 
rank 2 flat so H’ is therefore not modular in Q:(A). 
Now assume that HZ M(K,) and assume that r 3 4. Since H n S = 4, H 
is both a hyperplane of Q,(A) and of Q:(A). Also since H n S = 4 we see 
that for distinct points i and j of S, H contains at most (in fact exactly) one 
point of all, (i,j} = {i,j) u {a,; SEA}. Now m>2 so there exists CXEA 
such that aii$ H. Let h, i, j, and k be distinct points of S and let ahi and fi$ 
be points of S’ with { ahi, Fiji} n H = 4. Then { ahi, p,k> is a trivial line of 
Q,.(A) and of Q:(A) (no three-point circuit of Q,.(A) contains { Uhi, fljk}). So 
CIQ;(A)((ahi, fljk}ln H=# and H is therefore not modular in Q:(A). 
If r = 3, then HZ M(K,). Assume that m > 2. There exists a and fl in A 
such that H= (a,,, flz3, aD13}. Let a’ #a and /?’ #p be elements of A. If 
a’p’ # ap then {a;, , /&. a’fli3} is a line of Q;(A) not meeting H and H is 
therefore not modular. Assume then that ct’/?’ = a/?. Since m 2 3 there exists 
M” E A distinct from o! and ~1’ and therefore a”fl’ # a’/?‘. That is, 
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ML IL, a”&) is a line of Q;(A) not meeting H and again we see that H 
is not modular. 
The exceptional case is Q;(A) where O(A) = 2. It is straightforward to 
argue geometrically that Q;(A) z M(K,) and therefore does have a 
modular hyperplane. But perhaps a nicer way to show this is to note that 
by Theorem 3.8, Q;(A) is a rank 3 tangential l-block over GF(3) and 
Walton and Welsh [ 141 show that the only rank 3 tangential l-block over 
GF(3) is M(K,). (S ee also Zaslavsky [ 19, Fig. 11.) 
In [ 171 it is shown that the class of tangential k-blocks over GF(q) with 
modular hyperplanes is tractable and in [ 183 it is shown that this is an 
extensive class. Difficulties with the critical problem arise, in part, from the 
existence of tangential k-blocks without modular hyperplanes. It is an 
immediate consequence of Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 that there exists a 
tangential k-block over the finite group A of order m > 1 which contains no 
modular hyperplanes for all positive integers k apart from the case k = 1 
and m = 2. In particular there exist tangential k-blocks over GF(q) which 
contain no modular hyperplanes whenever q is a prime power greater than 
2 except when k = 1 and q = 3. Using a construction based on M*(PlO) (the 
cocycle matroid of the Petersen graph) it is also possible to show that there 
exist tangential k-blocks over GF(2) without modular hyperplanes for all 
k > 1. This result will appear elsewhere. 
We finish with an example. By Theorem 3.8, if A has order 3 then Q;(A) 
is a tangential l-block over GF(4). Walton and Welsh [ 141 mention that 
AG(2, 3) is a tangential l-block over GF(4). It is left to the reader to 
perform the routine verification that Q;(A) z AG(2, 3). 
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